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Henry Simons' published wor k cons isted chiefly of reviews and
r.rticles, c.nd. most of i t '\-laS compressed into t he space of little more thar~
~ ·~ de (1934-46) . It was devoted t o two topics: the essentials of a
c..:.... . . sful f'::-ze econc:-:1ic system (\rhich he deemed to be also the prerequisites
of :z~s onal fu~d political freedom) and contributions to the theory and practice of t~~o.tion .
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The volume here discus sed-brings together thirteen of his papers in
the f i rst of these f ields; a paper on federal tax reform is promised for early
publicat ion. In the nature of the case the collection lacks the systematic
cha~nc ter of a book .
There are numerous repetitions, and the author's views on
m~ny t opics must be pieced together from scattered references . But there are
su:.:-:9risinGlY f ev incons i stencies or recantations; the framework of thought
~as ~~de clear i n the earliest paper, and the growth-was in power of exposition
r ather than in depth of thought.
7hc Functions of Governcent
\-lith reference to Professor Simons' position in American ec oncrr~. c ;:;
I can do no better than to indorse the judicious tribute of Aaron Director,
published as the prefatory note to the volume. As Professor Director points
out, all Simons ' work was aimed at providing a respectable modernized foundation f or the nineteent h-century faith in freedom and equality. The central
message is i n the t i tle of the earliest paper here reprinted -- "A Positive
Program for Laissez Faire" -- for to Simons laissez f aire was not a negative
injunction . It did not mean a weak government "keeping hands off" but a
strong gover nment with a ·positive for ward-looking progr am . This program would
be des i gned t o preserve the values of a s imple unregulat ed market syste~ for
allocat ing resources t o conpeting uses (but not for allocating income finally
to the factors of production) in a society ,.,here certain powerful forces are
co~s tantly working in the di rection of private. monopoly and others in the
directi on of "promi scuous intervention, innocent or plaus i ble in detail and
revolut ionary in total ." Simons was able t o distinguish shar ply between the
values of economic liberalism (in ot her words a free market , as a guide to
the allocation of resources ) and t he weakness of nineteenth-century political
l iber al ism in t he implementation of those values .
In higiily theoretical economics the years of Simons' intellectual
youth were t hose of a lost gener ation. The st atistical movement, spearheaded
by Per s o~s u:.d Snyder , and the institutionalist schools of Veblen and Hamilton
agreed i n their dis~o.ragement of cl ose abstract reasoning, especially as
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exemplified in neo·clasr cal economics . It was not until the middle thirties,
under the inspiration of Keynes, that skill in abstraction once more bee~ an
objective of economic training. Between them -c'1e statisticians and the
institutionalists directed the interest of fo~" academic generations into
the portr ayal of current institutional practic L) the one through reduction
of economic life to statistical tables and chnrts , the other through his torical-sociological description . The statistical schools' end product was
business forecasting; the institutionalists' a pattern of sociological
appraisal of economic institutions which was strongly egalitarian . Simons
wo.s in:!'luenc.~d by the latter but not by the former. He was neither a produc0r nor a consumer of statistics, but in his championship of the underdog
he was no less vigorous than the New Republicans and institutionalists of
the twenties . Hhere he differed was in his refusal to incorporate an
equalitarian bias into the organization of the productive process; for him
equality was a separate value to be superimposed on the exchange-directed
process by direct taxation of high incomes and public supplementation of low
incomes .
Drawing inspiration from Fred M. Taylor and Frank Knight , Simons
refused to go along with the current repudiation of the old l iberali sm .a nd
slowly matured the fundamentals of a system which would salvage the essentials
of the nineteenth-century classical analys~s and adapt them to the solution of
problems for which laissez faire politics 1~ .r. off•"'red no solution . He did
not sha.rc the fni th of the fathers that t ,. ... v ::nr lit is best which governs
lcn:;t, lurgcly bcccu~e he .r;nw that only t. _
. i..!" _ cxcrc ise of a ·cvernmonte.l
nonor-oly of force c~~ e network of privately org~~ized ~onopolies be pre ·
vontcd from devitalizing the free ~rket . But he was equally conscious ot
the danecr that a powerful democratic state will be impelled by minority
pressures to sanction and to promote all sorts of interferences with the
operation of the market which -vrill divert effort from the fields wherethey
yield the maximum product, as tested by market demand.
A major func tion of government, therefore , in the Simons scheme,
is the preservation of the results of laissez faire without its forms. Its
task is positive- -to outlaw all monopoly except its own. His government is
not satisfied to break up cartels and other private monopolies : "There must
be wholesale sacrifice of the merely private economies of size in selling
and advertising ••• • ~~rkets now barred by the prestige of big names, by
national advertising, by vast selling and distributing organizations , and by
the uninformed consumer 's rational disposition to 'play aafe, ' must be
opened up by tbe development of sound mass·consumer standards and by re spons ible, disinterested certification of the good products of smaller
manufacturers" (p . 247).
Education of the consumer and industrial research for private
business are also functions which government cannot neglect if industrial
units are to be kept small and the purely private economies of competitive
advertising and the prestige of the big name are not to des'troy effective
competition.
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For those economic activities in which a free market system simply
will not ,.,or k ( Adam Smith's lighthouses) and for those in which effective
competition is attainable only at immense sacrifice of technical economies
of production, Simons went all the way t o social ownership . He abhorred
private monopoly, even under regulation, more than public monopoly . Once
the market tests were abandoned, he saw little advantage in private ownership, and he believed that there is more wasted effort and potential
corruption in the enforcement--and evasion- -of regulation than in outright
public ownership and operation. But he denied that this area was much larger
than the group of industries already treated as public utilities and that it
tends to grow 'dth advancing technology.
The third great function of government in the Simons scheme, after
maintenance of competition and promotion of equality, is the provision of
money and the stabilization of its value. This is the phase of his work
which has attracted most attention, and I believe that here his ideas are
slowly making progress i~ the thinking of economists; more will be said
about this belmr.
Thus the sphere allotted to government in the Simons philosophy
is of tremendous importance . He does not reject centr~ized planning.
Laissez faire is itself e plan, requiring constant vigilance to protect
c.nd it1:_1l cr::::nt it. B·.1t while the functions of goverwent, particularly the
'!::()n .1-;:;;y ft..r.ction: u:c to bo fc l~ in every oari:et, they are to be constitut.iou~l r .1tl:ar tha.."1 ed.:-:~nistra:.i ve .
Because, with a few exceptions , govern~cnt only rn~es the rules of the g~e but is not itself a pl ayer, the basic
i ssues to be decided by government are greatly reduced in number and
simplified in character . This was not merely because Simons believed
government interference with individual transactions to be unnecessary or
inept; it was just as much because of his solicitude that the task of
government shall be simple enough to be susceptible to direction through
democratic processes . To Simons the essence of democracy is government by
discussion, and discussion fails (as may be clarified by scrutiny of any
copy of the Congressional Record) when the issues are so numerous that no
one person is intelligently aware of most of them and especially when issues
become so technical and involve so much special kno••ledge that no one outside
the affected minority group ever masters them. Simplification of the issues
and reduction of their number are both essential if democracy is to mean more
than the power to recall and replace professional administrators when they
become unpopular for reasons that include only a fraction of the issues
really involved. Simons •rould first narrmv the field of politics by wiping
out tariffs, excises, subsidies and pr~ce supports, wage -hour acts, F.H.A. 's,
N.R.A. 's, export-import banks, and all other promotional and restrictive
agencies and institutions. Then he would simplify tremendously the administration of the remaining functions . Anti -monopoly policy would be simplified
by being turned directly against bigness . Central banking and fiscal policy
would be combined and greatly simplified; and bank supervision practically
eliminated.
Problems of Instability
Simons has little to say about the business cycle (except in its
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price aspects ), and he denies the existence o~ the so-called problem of
secular stac;na.tion.l/ However, I ca.nnot reconcile with Simons' general
position his concession to Hansen (p . 204) that "we need the most expansive
fiscal practices consistent with index stability. " In the accompanying
footnote (p.336) he even plumps mildly for tolerance of slow secular infl~tion to avoid the risk of falling below the maximum of expansion perlilissible under the rule of price stability.
In theory he would reach cyclical stability in two steps: fir st ,
in all markets, including the labor market, to assure flexibility of \vages sufficient to convert the production cycle into a mere
price cycle; second, elimination of the price cycle by fiscal -monetary
e.d:!linistration . The second of these is the topic in which he vras alvrays
most interested; the first is worth analysis even though he makes little
of it.
con~ctition

Ris ideal economic organization would be one in which all business
units 'voul.d be small enough so that no one of them could exercise a significant
influence on price and each would strive to maximize his income by competing
on a price and service basis. The same rule would apply to labor; all bargains
would be individual and wages would move up and down with the fluctuations o~
demand . This of itself, he conceded {p. 108), would convert the pattern of
instcbility an we ha.ve known it fro~ a cycle of employment and production to
o cycle of =or.cy inco=9, thoueh he creues that such price instability would
b ~:.toln:rcbl•~ . E r" i:0 cce:::;s to hnV•) overlooked the precedent set by
"-ricul:urc, "''h!ch i!1 dcpresaion ti::cs hac sold at the low prices resulting
fro~ itc owT. full c~~lo)~c nt ru1d uroduction and has boueht in a market
rcctricted by tne industrial patt~rn of sticky prices , curtailed production,
and substantial unemployment . In fact, his pattern of business organization,
his labor market, and hi s market organization, all three, follow the pattern
of American agriculture as it stood before the rise of subsidized co- operatives
and price supports --barring, of course, the prevalence of agricultural protective tariffs. The history of agriculture is evidence enough of the possibility of attaining stability of employment and production without stabi lity of
prices, which Simons dismisses too lightly .
Money, Banking, and Public Finance
The only phase of the Simons program which I shall undertake to
criticize on technical economic grounds, is his monetary-fiscal program.
This may be summarized as follows:

y

"I believe that the productivity curve for new capital is extremely
flat; that investment, proceeding at the maximum rate consistent with high
thrift, would have little effect for the significant future, eyen failing
l arge accretions of innovations, on yields in this sense" (p. 192) .
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1.

Consolidation of all monetary and fiscal discretionary
powers in a single executive agency, preferably the
Treasury, subject, of course, to the overriding power
of the Congress.

2.

Establishment of a simple rule for the guidance of the
monetary authority to the observance of which it should
be strictly bound.

3. The preferred criterion is the stabilization of a price
i ndex.

4. The monetary supply should consist entirely of paper
money issued by the monetary authority. The supply
would be changed either through open-market purchase
and sale of government bonds or, in case that method
proved i nsufficient, by raising or lowering the income t ax (preferably by changing the personal exemptions).

5. Check and deposit service would be furnished by "banks"
on a warehouse bas is; that is, with 100 per cent reserves
in currency. They would be supported by service fees .

6.

Ch~~ t - t c r:l ar.u l c ~c - te r~ l endi nc would be confined to
equity funds of the lenders, and short-term credit
woul d, to as l ar ge an extent as possible, be eliminated
from the credit structure.

7. The structure of the federal debt would consist entirely of currency and very long-term bonds --preferabl y
consols. (Confusion may be avoided if readers bear i n
mind that in Simons' terminology government borrowing
means borroiving at interest; currency issue is not
called aform. of borrowing but an alternative to
borrowing to finance a deficit.)
Consolidation of monet ary and fiscal powers would change the
pr esent s i tuation relatively little, for the nineteenth-century ideal of
segregat ion of f i scal and central banking functions has lost much ground.
In the United States Simons' plan would terminate the nominal division of
r esponsibility bet ween the Federal Reserve System and the Treasury and
would eliminate t he state banking systems. The separation of Federal
Reserve and Treasury r esponsibility has never been effective in times when
t he Tr easur y is borrowing heavily. It was originally intended to insure
that monetary policy should be guided by the money needs of the country
and not by the interest of the Treasury in ·borrowing cheaply . Hopes on
this score have not been realized, as can readily be shown by the history
of financing of two wars, but, for peacetime at least, the basic principle
still s eems to me to be sound. With Simons' proposed elimination of deficit
financing for other than monetary reasons and the cessation of refinancing
however, this argument for separation would l~se much of its force . On the
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other hnnd, I see nothing to be gained by combining the fiscal-monetary
function with the routine tax-collecting and procurement activities of the
Treasury.
Simons makes a strong case for the establishment of a rule for the
guidance of the monetary authority and its acceptance by Congress as a quasireligious oblieation conpa.rablc to the nineteenth-century reverence for the
sold stanO.nrd and a balanced budget. He would attach even mora importance
to the est~blishment of a fixed rule than to the choice of the very best
rule. Indeed nothing was more crucial in his political theory than the subjection of author ities to fixed rules whenever possible and , mostaf all,
in their exercise of power to influence the markets through manipulation of
the money supply. Here Simons revives and high-lights the cardinal doctrine
of early liberalis~;hnt freedom requires a government of laws and not of men.
11
This distinction--tules or laws versus authorities--is the nub of the real
planning issue 11 (p. 280).
History records many alternations of social attitude toward the
basic issue here presented. Benevolent despotism at its best is perhaps the
most efficient of all political instruments for promoting social welfare
(p. 308), but it suffers from the fatal defect that there is no assurance
of a succession of despots whose benevolence and wisdo~ will justify the
:pc:.:cr ~ intrusted to the:n.
n ?-.C!.·:c l i vcd lo:-:c ur.dor a r cc;!:::o of pcr :3onnl authority,
cruvir:,:: :·'r c!0fini te rules to •..,rhich they C!ln adapt their
c unl~ct, Y~owins in advance that it will be in harnony with the conduct of
others ".rho follow the sane rules. A bad rule which can be relied on is
preferred to no rule at all. The laws of Hammurabi, of Solon, and of the
Archons , as well as Magna Charta and the written constitutions, state and
federal, about which our own political institutions crystallized, all reflect the craving for the solidity of a system of law and precedent on
which reliance can be placed.
•..... ·1n

t !:cy duvolo..J

~

On the other hand, when men have lived long under a regime of
law, they become conscious of the inevitable inequities which result from
the rigid application of law to cases different from those contemplated
when the law was set up. Then they begin to demand a more flexible system
in whi ch the substance of justice is put ahead of the letter of the law.
Equity procedure developed out of appeals from the king's law to the
king's consc i ence, just as Christianity developed as a reaction against
the rigidity of the law, and before that the Prophets proclaimed that
Jehovah would have mercy and not sacrifice. Whereas the early constitutional history of the United States was well characterized as the worship
of the Constitution, in recent years the pendulum has swung the other way;
more and more we rely on administrative discretion, We set up administrative courts and commissions \Thich do not treat their own previous decisions
as binding precedents; we delegate to administrators more and more discretion
to deter mine not only what are the facts that determine action but what are
the objectives of action and the principles that relate the facts to the
objectives.
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In the monetary field the shift is illustrated by the growth of
central banking and the development of techniques for mitigating the effects
of the rigid gold standard requirements of the nineteenth century. ~lith
the Kcynesians the reaction against legislative rigidity is almost complete.
Budget -balancing is no longer the essence of fiscal virtue; deficit and
surpluses are to be turned on and off as the discretionary authority decides
tha~ thG outlook is for price inflation or for rising unemployment. '
Against this growth of a government of men and not of laws,
protested in season and out of season. Yet in t he field of money
he ~as not ready to go the whole road back to a purely automatic syst em,
like beaver skins or tobacco. The o~y such system t o which he gave serious
consideration was the gold standard, and he shared the modern distrust of
gold reserves and rigid international exchange rates. Still more, however,
he distrusted the gold standard ·as modified by central banking. He never got
away f r om the faith, dominant in his formative period, that open-market operations give central banks powe? to control economic life, but he had no faith
in the banker mind . His compromise was to combine the technique of a managed
currency with a rigid rule.
Si~ons

The stabilization of a price index through manipulation of the
qllar.tity of m-::mey is the heart of the Simons program. Space does not permit
o.n c.•.equc.te di ncus~ ion of the t:erits of this proposal, and in any case I
nr.:-•11<1 l ~ ""tcr::cd frc:: ,.md0rtakir.g it by ~~i:::ons ' strict\lrcn on criticism
frc~ ·~ c!nli~t~ ~~~ t!,n=:~ lv c5 hcvc no 1nt0llisible :olut!onn to offer
(p. 17-.) . Si;:onn t..:::·:i~::; that the ohortcc::Jint:;n of price -index stabilization
arc nu~eroun and ncrious, thoush he never does set forth what they are. Nor
docs he ever describe in detail what he means by a suitable price index .
Our experience with the cost -of~living index as a wartime standard for wage
adjustments emphasizes the importance of attention to technical detail in
the compilation of an index, particularly since changes could not be made
frequently >·rithout thrmring the whole process into politics and making it
a means of manipulating relative prices, which is just what Simons is most
anxious to avoid. He did pioneer service in throwing into the arena of dis cussion his proposals for price stabilization and .his unique devices for
effecting it . But it is regrettable that--over the decade in which he
continued to urge its adoption, with blasting expressions of scorn for the
few alternatives which he ever noticed--he did not turn his abilities to
bringing into maturity the infant which he fathered in 1934.
Some of the difficulties which he recognized are t aken care of
by the drastic revisions of monetary and fiscal structure (points 4 to 7
above) . His contention that the monetary authority should effect expansion
by issuing currency rather than by selling bonds or increasing taxes was a
notable contribution, extremely timely in vie>., of the po1.1cies followed
through the thirties. He could have claimed originality, too, for the
sugBestions (far removed from immediate practicability) that the elimination of short-time lending would greatly reduce the danger of a financial
collapse caused by efforts of creditors to liquidate in a financial
structure where there is no real liquidity. His suggestion for revision
of the structure of federal debt makes sense from the standpoint of
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simplicity of administration, whether coupled vith his monetary proposals
or not . And the 100 per cent reserve plan offers a direct and effective
attack on the perverse elasticity of a currency pyramided on cash reserves
in such a way that the reserves fix only a maximum, not a minimum, for the
volume of money.
Given all these structural reforms, a monetary authority, bound
by a rule to increase and decrease the quantity of money with a view to
stabilization of a price index, could clearly accomplish ·.· much more than
can a central bank in the present financial structure, wbether it follows
this rule or some other or none.
It is not questioned that the stabilization of a price index is
a plausible suggestion looking toward the stabilization of business activity.
(At times Simons seems to think it is more important in itself t han the
stabilization of business activity.) But the only way in which Simons
could have demonstrated that it was the best available method, and thus
justify his identification of liberalism with a price stabilization policy,
would have been to undertake a comprehens ive analysis of competing formulas,
which he never did .
The criteria which Simons discussed in these papers as alternatives to price-index stabilization were the gold standard, stabilization of
th qu~ntity o!' -::aro.r:::,"};../ 'l..~d stabilizc.ticn of c=;-loy;,.-.nt. As to tho gold
ctr.:-:l".!'d.

h~ ... c":..~c,..·:-:::-.> =:.:~=

•.o

=-

•o

ro:~~(

c~::t:!'l :;

to

1n:~titt::ic,nt11

..._.hich I:".'ldC it5 GUCCOGG imin order to make any other
achcme o~crate s~oothl y . These include the pyramiding of deposit currency
on a gold base, with freedom on the part of .individuals to convert deposits
into gold and the consequent multiple contraction; the attempt to maintain
fixed international exchanges with countries whose international gold obligations got out of line with their national incomes; and the presence of a
great volume of near -money. All these things Simons wipes out with vigorous pen strokes in setting up his own plan, but he never asked whether with
these drastic reforms a gold standard would still be unsatisfactory. To my
mind the irremediable defect of the gold standard was one that Simons never
mentioned, namely, the inelasticity of the supply of new gold which made it
impossible for the expansion of gold output to absorb an appreciable amount
of labor when the demand for money rose relative to that for other things,
and the inability of industry to absorb an appreciable amount of gold from
the currency when money became cheap in boom times.
l~C~c:.::::-

.nf;-;••:; •. v.' ~· .. l":i5t0!"!Ctil £C ll :;~u::-1-J ;..rC
po- c 1 bl•' but \-/hich \-/Guld havo to be eli::1inatell

Simons' rejection of a stable quantity of money as a standard
was based partly on the difficulty of defining money, or stabilizing t .he
quantity of near-money (savings deposits, commercial bills, etc.) and
partly on the danger of sharp changes in velocity. The two are closely
related since a mass liquidation of near-moneys is in fact an increase of
hoarding, hence a decline in veloc ity . But since Simons has placed his
own criterion in a setting of simplified business finance in which these
near -moneys are substantially eliminated, he can hardly use their presence
as an objection to an alternative criterion.
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Probably he would hav~ accepted per capita quantity as better.
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Moreover, quantity stabilization, as Simons r ecognizes, would
involve a gradual secular decline of prices as productivity rises, which
would constantly improve the position of rentiers, the most numerous of whom
will soon be the re cipients of social-security benefits . Already we may note
the beginnings of pressure for the increase of such benefits in times of
rising prices, of course without a corresponding decrease in times of falling
prices , Here is a powerful argument which Simons does not exploit against
stabilization of the quantity of money .
The other criterion l.fhich Simons considers 'ie Beveridge's formula:
stabilization of employment at a hieh level. Simons' treatment ~f this alternative seems something less than fair. He notes that Beveridge does not propose any rule for the exercise of fis cal powers "save the rhetorical rule of
full employment which properly is not an end at all." He says: "Full employment is a worthy purpose which, amon~ others, instrumental ends, policy
rules, and la\vS should be designed to serve. To propose it as a rule is ·to
by-pass the democratic process and to propose government by authorities,
which, instead of legislation, will implement the purpose. Beveridge is
wisely and eloquently opposed to inflation as well as to deflation; but stable
money comes in only by the back door, not as a guide or proximate goal but as
a. wishful afterthought--or, perhaps, as an excuse for direct controls" (pp .
281-82).
A r~ n l objection to th~ use of full e~ploJ~cnt as a currency
i c <l. :. ~ c·. . .;..r,l d~ ~ ·-·:r.(;rc (p . 292) ; n...n..:o::cly , the influence of l o.bor
z::. -, z~ o r.:Jl ic a vhich could r::rtkc the rule of full eoploycent a rul'3 of continuou~ inflo.tion (es Beveridge himself notes) .
But, since Simor.s' own pattern
involves the abolition of collective bargaining, this objection is hardly
relevant to a ccmparison . I do not see wherein full employment more than
price stabilization involves "government by authorities" or the "substitution of an instrumental end for an administrative ~ criterion . " The same
monetary authority could use either test. But, with so complete an
abolition of labor monopoly as Simons stipulated, he would expect no involuntary unemployment anyway!
c:r ~ t c r icn

Other possible alternatives, which Simons does not discuss in
the essays here published, include stabilization of the wages of unorganized
common labor which) I suggest, would work better than the stabilization of a
price- index number if, in accordance with the Simons program, wage differentials were put on a competitive basis . Another alternative would be a
commodity standard operated without any monetary authority by the free
choice of the people who could monetize or demonetize the standard commodity
at vrill. Simons discussed this alternative briefly in a ..: review of
Benjamin Graham 's well-known plan, which is not reprinted in this volume .!/
Aside from well-founded objections to the international features and some
other details of the Graham plan, he does it less than justice as compared
with his own scheme . He says:

.f/
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"His nat ional currency, like his :proposed world money, would be
unhc.ppily isolated from the fiscal system. For combating depressions, the
scheme is sim~ly another spending :program, whose virtue is that it would
be financed by :pri nting money but which, like revenue assignment, has the
fault of confusinG budgetary :policy and dispersing fisc al responsibility.
For combat i nG i nf l at i ons, its device is goods-dishoarding--which is workabl e only l·Thile the goods l ast and requires wasteful accumulation of negativeyield investment s . Given deflationary banking and fiscal ~e asures, it
might pile up materials all over the :place and produce large relativeprice distortions; given inflationary banking and fiscal influences, it
could' only hold back inflation in one sector for a while--and only while
the farm bloc remained asleep! Thus, if it worked well, it would do so
only because t he government, as a t axing-borrowing-spending agency, did
l >"ha't 'YTas necessary.
But the government can and should stabilize the
commodity value of money directly, as a basic rule of :principle of its
fiscal :policy. While the best index for such purposes would doubtless be
heavily '\veighted with Graham's fifteen commodities, its elements might be
chosen without the arbitrary restriction of storability; and no costly,
superfluous storage or socially lossful investment need be involved at all.
To be sure, if we had a good monetary-fiscal "constitution" and a
:proper financial structure, a commodity-reserve system would do no harm-save as its index t ended to ~ave differently from the broader index-guide
___of _fincnl ~olic:r .I·. t he cor::x;odi ty-ro serve syst e::::, vi th n 10 per cent spread
· bct·.:c..:n b :.::J r.r.:l of !: ·r s 1 ....-culd r.cvc r do c.r::r cusi r.css nt nll. As n pr acticCll
t: 1 t t r r- 1 l:cc. v >r 1 it ·.:ould b e vc· -::y c cr. f u s ir.G in the poli t ica.J diccuGG i onproco35 fu,d li~o ly to fncil i tnto ccr ious or irrcf arnble err0~s in fiscnl
pr actice itsel f . Financial salvation, at least under reprs r.~~tative government 1 l ies not in perpetuating a misleading separation of ~:Y'.l~tary and
fiscal (and of currency and credit) :problems but in seeing t~em whole (i.e .,
all as fiscal problems) and in putting them together for discussion and f or
action. Powers over the quantity of money (and money substitutes, from
bank deposits to corporate bonds) and responsibility f or the value of
money should be not further dispersed but concentrated as closely as :possible
in the Treasury and in (also within) Congress as the ultimate fiscal author ity~'

.

It is true that for combating · depressions the scheme may bA re.
. .
.
·... . . ...... ,. •. - ~.--.
.. ·.· 1. ... ... .... .
gorded' as .anothGr spending :program; but how would a monetary authority under
~

Simons' plan stabilize the :price index except by a spending :program?

He

would issue currency either to buy bonds or to buy the goods and services
used by government until the :prices of certain commodities reached a fixed
level, whereas Graham would buy the commodities themsel ves at a fixed price.
/

; given r eally good fiscal policy,

ll.
The Graham plan does "disperse fiscal responsibility," but the main drift of
Simons' political science is strong in the direction of dispersing responsibil i t ies wherever centralization is unnecessary.
t o disperse

re spons~bility

If Graham has found a way

by transferring it to the market, Simons should

have been t he f irst to applaud.

It is true that for combating inflations

Graham's device is "goods-dishoarding"; but what is more counterinflationary
than that? And what is the object of currency expansion under the Simons'
plan but to induce private goods-dishoarding?

The wasteful accumulation of

negative-yield investments is a valid objection but could be minimized by
applying the principle of Peel's Act, that is, by

p~rmitting

a fixed quota

of government securities behind the currency with a sufficient reserve of
cc~od1t 1ea
Tax~ticn

to provide for the anticipated

max~

range of fluctuation.

ar.d bor.d cnlcc vculd ctill bo in r acervo to r epl cni oh the

c o~odit y

r oGcr ves , just a s taxation is the last resort, u.1der Simons' plan,

when the stock of securities gives out.
Simons' reference to the farm bloc is a good point, but it is
equally applicable to his own plan, if we assume that farm commodities were
represented in his index as adequately as in Graham's basket. His plan
would be popular with producers whose output was included in the index so
long as the authority was stabilizing against declines, and it would be
unpopular when it was stabilizing against advances; and political

r~eesures

to change the coverage would be inevitable.
Democracy and Economic Rationality
Simons never really faced the question whether such complete
orientation of economic policy to the common good as he

~osits

is compatible

12.

with the democratic process.

Historically, democr acy has always been a

process of bargaininr between minority groups.
paid for i mmunity

fro~

T••i s is the price we have

the greater evils that accompany absolutist power

sufficient to ignore the claims of organized groups.

Even as much as

Simons simplifies the task of democracy, I doubt whether full and free
discussion- -the only tool a democracy has to keep its political programs
aligned with economic

rationality~-is

sufficient to justify the hope that

the majority will not use its power to promote the special interests of the
minorities that have been wielded together to make up the majority.

If

federal margarine taxation is ever repealed, it will be not because it
exploits consumers for the benefit of butter producers but because

pro~

ducers of the r aw mnterinls of oleo have rallied their forces. (Perhaps,
hco:Qvc::-, thio shift, -.;hich i s certainly in t he interest or consur.ors, has
been facilitated by the public interest in the high cost of living and so
indirectly justifies Simons' hopes.)

Likewise With labor: Would any amount

of discussion break down the :popular assumption that wages "ought" to be adjusted to (upward) changes in the cost of living rather than to changes in
the demand for and supply of labor in local markets?
A better illustration may be afforded by Simons' favorite
formula- -the stabilization of prices of a fixed basket of commodities.
Assume with him that this is the best of the alternative standards.

In

practice it would mean that the rise in prices of a few components would
be compensated by lowering prices of all other components.

Bow Will the

cotton producers react if told that because they have to pay more for bread
they should take less for cotton? And how will the public react if told that

.,J .....

t

•

•

13.
direct taxes should be increased because the cost of living has gone up?
Is democracy cayable of bearing the strain involved in so rational a pro-;~edure,

cspecio.lly vrhen attention is concentrated on these issues because

of the disappearance of the myriad other issues over which i t is now diffused?
Simons was a brilliant and logical thinker, and he developed a dis tinguished literary style.

He was, however, an ivory-to,•er economist; he

drew his inspiration from economists, and his influence was chiefly on
economists.

~e

was too independent in his thinking and too little regard-

ful of the obstacles to public acceptance of new ideas to make much progress

in changing the world, and he was fighting against a world-wide social tide.
If the tide is reversed in our time Simons may not be the Adam Smith--or
Karl Marx--of the new liberalism, but its leaders will have been influenced
significantly by his work.

Washington,

~ .c.

